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Agenda

• Impact of COVID on the Auto Industry 
• Consumer Credit Trends
• Employment Trends
• What does this mean for dealers?
• Tools and solutions to help you succeed
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Today’s Speakers
Craig Sims, Vice President 
Automotive Solutions 
Craig Sims currently serves 
Equifax and its customers as 
vice president and automotive 
practice lead for the 
automotive vertical. A 15-year 
veteran of the automotive 
industry, Craig brings deep 
expertise to building solutions 
that deliver critical insights and 
information to lenders and 
dealers, including risk analytics, 
verifications, use of alternative 
data, and digital transaction 
enablement.

Insert Shane’s Bio
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Sales of New Light Vehicles Were Down 15% in 2020, But 
Came in Much Stronger than Expected in April Forecasts

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED), April-2020 
forecast is average from Wells Fargo, PNC Bank, Bank of the West, Nationwide Insurance, IHS Markit, ALG Inc., and TD Bank.
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Used Vehicle Sales Also Finished 2020 Strong 

• Total used vehicle 
sales finished the year 
about the way they 
started, but were not 
able to make up all of 
the lost sales from 
March and April

• Retail sales declined 
less than private sales

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Cox Automotive.
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Incentives Have Declined Sharply Among High 
Demand and Tight Inventories

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Cox Automotive
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Average List Prices for Used Light Vehicles Fell with 
COVID Lockdown But Rebounded to End on High Note

After COVID Lockdown 
restrictions eased, prices 
gradually rose as inventories 
were reduced. As 
inventories became tighter 
in the latter half of the year, 
retail prices jumped.

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, vAuto/Cox Automotive VMA Database
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Used Vehicle Sales Prices Surged in 2020, Pickups 
and Luxury Cars Are Leading the Way

Source: AC Cutts and Associates, Cox Automotive Used Vehicle Index
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New Vehicle Pricing Accelerated Upwards in 2020
• In 2020, the share of new vehicles 

listing prices above $50,000 exceeded 
the share with prices below $30,000 
for the first time

• 24% of nameplates were priced below 
$30,000 vs 28% priced at $50,000 or 
more.

• Lower gas prices and higher wealth 
effects from decreased consumer 
spending on travel are driving demand 
for more expensive vehicles.

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Cox Automotive
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Auto loan and Lease Originations from EFX

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Equifax Credit Trends

Auto loan originations fell 7.0% in 
2020 and lease originations fell 
20.8%. Originations fell less than 
auto sales, with new vehicle sales 
falling 14.4% and sales of used 
vehicles falling 8.2%.

Low interest rates should prevail 
in 2021, attracting vehicle buyers 
who might otherwise make their 
purchase in cash. Originations 
should outpace sales as a result.
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Auto origination risk has shifted significantly toward the 
prime segments

Source: Equifax: www.equifax.com/business/market-pulse-credit-trends; Data through January 18, 2021; % of New Accounts.
The last 8 weeks of weekly data is subject to revision due to reporting lags by data furnishers.

http://www.equifax.com/business/market-pulse-credit-trends


Confidential and Proprietary 

Biweekly Income Trends
Average income declined by 23% since March 2020

* Biweekly income is estimated by YTD income b/w two periods (months, or weeks).  

▪ Hourly income was a third of salary income before COVID-19. Salaried income declined by 31% from March to 
November whereas hourly income decreased 11%. 

▪ Those pays impacted by job loss or furloughs could be compensated by the stimulus package in the short term. 

The Work NumberⓇBiweekly Income Trends Hourly vs Salary Income Trends

Sources: TWN Weekly 
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The impact of the Pandemic on income has been broad-based

Source: Equifax The Work Number. Data as reported through May, 2020
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Leading to a broad-based spike in Auto Loan accommodations which have now 
leveled off across all score bands, with <620 accommodation rates at 7.4% as of 
mid-Jan’21

Source: Equifax Credit Trends Data through January 18, 2021 
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Accommodation rates on Auto Trades have leveled off;
subprime accommodations are approx. 3x the Overall Market

Source: Equifax Credit Trends. Data as reported through January 18, 2021
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Observing higher delinquency trends for the Possible 
Accommodation trades when rolling off accommodations  

Will consumers miss payment 
when the loans roll off 
accommodation programs? 

Possible Accommodation trades 
that rolled off had higher DLQ 

The question is how to identify 
those accounts in loan 
accommodations today that may 
miss payments down the road? 

Sources: Equifax consumer credit database (ACRO)
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Auto loan Delinquency Rates Are Rising, Consistent with Seasonal 
Fluctuation, But Are Lower than in 2019/Early 2020 for the Same Time 
Frame

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Equifax Credit Trends, Data through January 11, 2021
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The Affordability of New Vehicles Did Not Change Much 
with the Economic Conditions of the COVID Pandemic

Falling interest rates and strong income 
support under the CARES Act have 
maintained new auto affordability despite 
the economic conditions throughout 2020.
The Cox Automotive/Moody’s Analytics 
Vehicle Affordability Index reflects how 
many weeks of income the median 
income family would need to pay for the 
average priced new auto financed with a 
72-month term loan and 10% down.

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Cox Automotive/Moody’s Analytics Vehicle Affordability Index .Data through December 
2020. See details at cox-automotive-moodys-analytics-vehicle-affortability-index.pdf

https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/solutions/cox-automotive-moodys-analytics-vehicle-affortability-index.pdf?utm_source=press-release&utm_medium=madc&utm_campaign=prpl_coxvai
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Forecast for New and Used Vehicle Sales in 2021-
2022

Source: AC Cutts & Associates, Nationwide Insurance,  Wells Fargo Bank, Daniil Manaenkov,  National Auto Dealers 
Association, Fitch Ratings, ALG, TrueCar, PNC Bank, Bank of the West. Lighter colored lines indicate forecast range. 

The COVID Pandemic has shifted 
consumer sentiment towards personal 
vehicle ownership.
Home construction is booming, fueling 
demand for light trucks.
Supply chain issues will continue to put 
pressure on new vehicle sales.
Subprime share of auto purchases is 
diminished in part by rising scores (the 
CARES Act income support meant that 
many were able to avoid delinquency or 
pay down debt) as well as tighter 
underwriting standards due to recession-
linked credit risk.
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What does this mean for dealers?
-- 2021 Challenges & Solutions
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Strategies for Potential Impacts in 2021

Inventory 
Challenges

• Low New Car Inventory / 
Stressed Supply Chain

• CPO/Late model used 
fetching premium $’s 

• Impact of Used Vehicle 
Supply Surge 2nd ½ of 
2021

• Necessity to stay current 
with market trends

• Build target acquisition 
lists based on your 
dealerships consumers

Credit Restrictions

• As banks analyze their 
portfolios there is risk in 
tightening of credit 
extension

• Some consumers benefit 
from increased credit 
scores while some are 
falling into “subprime” for 
the first time

• Higher scrutiny during 
funding process for non-
prime deals

Consumer Adoption 
of Digital Retailing 

• Continued consumer 
desire to handle more of 
the process online

• Strategize offering 
solutions for appraisals & 
financing to allow for 
accurate online payment 
searching

• Increased desire for 
videos & virtual test drives
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Inventory Strategy 

Leverage industry experts’ trend data.  
Stay current!
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Inventory & Lead Strategy –
Analyze your traffic’s credit and conversion metrics 

Analyze Credit Worthiness of showroom traffic 
by lead source

Ensure there isn’t a breakdown in the sales 
process for all credit spectrums
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Inventory & Lender Strategy
Have the right lender partners to profitably 
service the traffic you’re driving. 

Regularly examine your average front and back 
end profit by lender.
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Inventory Stocking Strategy

Apply learnings to identify target 
vehicles to stock

Review latest data on top volume 
and gross vehicles per credit band

Target ideal vehicles at auction and 
consider when appraising

4

5

- Data based on analyzation of previous month deliveries 
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Inventory Valuations

Review Vehicle Specific Data Points

Check open recalls and parts availability 
on trades & auction vehicles

3

4
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Equifax and ProMax deliver
Real time, employment data

Partnerships
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Lender Partnerships
Strengthen Relationships by submitting accurate income. 

Did you know? *

• Approx. 27% of applicants overstate income by 
more than 15%

• Approx. 15% of applicants overstate income by 
50% or more

• Approx. 20% of applicants understate income by 
10% or more

*Study completed pre-covid.  With income changes from 2020, this is 
anticipated to be more problematic in 2021.
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Capitalize on in-market opportunities in your 
PMA

With this strategy in place, you’ll provide a 
better experience for any subprime consumers. 

3

4

Turning Challenges into Opportunities

 Dealers can select their 
radius and credit score 
target range

 Every lead receives a letter 
immediately; those who 
respond receive a follow up

 Letters mailed daily
 Leads are called and 

appointments set when 
used in conjunction with 
optional ProMax BDC 
services

 Leads are exclusive to your 
dealership

 Capture additional sales 
because Daily names are 
immediately available to call 
even before they receive the 
letter

Are you missing out on a piece of 
the market?

Extend your marketing reach by targeting 
consumers that are actively pursuing an auto 
loan and actually have the intention of 
buying a car today.  MarketThief from 
ProMax is a highly effective way to capture 
in-market car buyers that are looking to 
purchase now. 

A MarketThief lead is someone that just had 
their credit report pulled by a dealer or lender 
for the purpose of auto financing.  With our 
daily, targeted lists we send a letter to these 
leads on your dealership’s behalf.  You can 
step in and help frustrated shoppers who 
have been turned down by other dealers. 

Turn your competitor’s frustrated prospects 
into your happy customers!
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Digital Retailing Experience 
Prepare for Continued Consumer Adoption

95%

65%

52%

41%

Research Online
95% of automotive shoppers start the research phase 

online, primarily starting with 3rd party websites.

Days in Market
65% of them will purchase in less than 3 weeks

Buyers Shopping Experience
52% of car shoppers feel anxious or 

uncomfortable at dealerships

Dealership Visits
41% of car buyers only visit one dealership
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Digital Retailing Experience – Engage with Trade Data
Engage online shoppers and source inventory directly.

$ 514 to $ 2,514
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Digital Retailing Experience – Engage with Credit Data
Convert anonymous eyeballs into leads by providing valuable data to the 

consumer, 
while also streamlining the purchasing process.
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Digital Retailing Experience 
Provide consumers with a frictionless transition from digital to 

showroom

Streamline 
consumers’ 
buying process 
with all the data 
needed to 
structure the 
right deal
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Online Shopping
BDC - first 

contact, set the 
appointment

Salesperson - in 
store experience

Sales & Finance 
Management -

present 
customized

purchase options

Create a Seamless Journey
Customer Experience is overtaking price and product as the key brand differentiator.
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Leadership – Now is the time to take action.

Please STOP Procrastinating!
You’re not getting any younger and your goals aren’t getting any closer because you’re standing still.
Make a commitment to yourself RIGHT NOW and start doing those things you’ve always wanted to do.
At the end of your journey, the last thing you want to be asking yourself is ‘What if’.
Tracy Myers. 

the best possible way to prepare for tomorrow is to concentrate with all your 
intelligence, all your enthusiasm, on doing today's work superbly today. That is 
the only possible way you can prepare for the future." --Dale Carnegie

"So what do we do? Anything. Something. So long as we just don’t sit there. If we 
screw it up, start over. Try something else. If we wait until we’ve satisfied all the 
uncertainties, it may be too late." --Lee Iacocca
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equifax.com

Copyright © 2021 Equifax Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equifax is a registered trademark of Equifax Inc.

Questions?
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Thank you!
Craig Sims

Industry Specialist
214-288-2231

craig.sims@equifax.com
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